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CHAPTER 6. RISK ASSESSMENT 

 

6.1. Objective of the Study 

The main objective for conducting this QRA (Quantitative Risk Analysis) Study is to determine 

the potential risks and their consequences to the facility due to storage and transferring of 

hazardous chemicals at various locations and other equipments. This is achieved by the 

following: 

 Identification of hazards that could be realized from hazardous material.  

 Identify the potential failure scenarios that could occur within the facility. 

 To asses, the potential risks associated with identified hazards to which the plant and 
its personnel and community outside may be subjected. Consequence analysis of 
various hazards is carried out to determine the vulnerable zones for each probable 
accident scenario. 

 Evaluate the process hazards emanating from the identified potential accident 
scenarios. 

 Analyze the damage effects to the surroundings due to such accidents. 

 Conclusion and Recommendations in order to mitigate the hazard. 

6.2. Use of QRA Results 

The techniques used for risk prediction within the QRA have inherent uncertainties associated 

with them due to the necessary simplifications required. In addition, QRAincorporates a certain 

amount of subjective engineering judgment and the results are object to levels of uncertainty. 

The results should be used as a tool to aid engineering judgment and, if used inthis way, can 

provide valuable information during the decision making process. 

The QRA results are dependent on the assumptions made in the calculations, which are clearly 

documented of this report. The results show the significant contributions to the overall risk and 

indicate where worthwhile gains may be achieved if further enhancement of safety is deemed 

necessary. 

6.3. Software Used 

PHAST has been used for consequence analysis include discharge and dispersion 

calculations. 

6.4. Methodology Adopted For QRA 

The consequences of released toxic or flammable material are largely dependent on the 

prevailing weather conditions. Consequences of loss of containment can lead to hazardous 

situation in any industry handling potentially hazardous materials. Following factors govern the 

severity of consequence of the loss of containment. 

 Intrinsic properties: flammability, toxicity and reactivity. 

 Dispersive energy: pressure, temperature and state of matter. 

 Quantity present 

 Environmental factors: weather (wind speed, wind direction, atmospheric temperature & 
pressure). 
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Consequence analysis and calculations are effectively performed by computer software using 

models validated over a number of applications. Consequence modeling is carried out by 

PHAST of DNV Software, UK.   

PHAST uses the Unified Dispersion Model (UDM) capable of describing a wide range of types 

of accidental releases. The Model uses a particularly flexible form, allowing for sharp-edged 

profiles, which become more diffuse downwind.  

PHAST contains data for a large number of chemicals and allows definition of mixtures of any 

of these chemicals in the required proportion.  The calculations by PHAST involve following 

steps for each modeled failure case: 

 Run discharge calculations based on physical conditions and leak size. 

 Model first stage of release (for each weather category). 

 Determine vapor release rate by flashing of liquid and pool evaporation rate. 

 Dispersion modeling taking into account weather conditions. 

 In case of flammable release, calculate size of effect zone for fire and explosion. 

 The hazardous materials considered in this study are mostly flammable liquids 

 

Flow chart for consequence analysis is shown in the form of event tree for release of 

flammable liquid. 
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Figure 6.1 Methodology adopted for the study 

 

6.5. Meteorological Condition 

The consequences of released flammable material are largely dependent on the prevailing 

weather conditions. For the assessment of major scenarios involving release of flammable 

materials, the most important meteorological parameters are those that affect the atmospheric 

dispersion of the escaping material. The crucial variables are wind direction, wind speed, 

atmospheric stability and temperature. Rainfall does not have any direct bearing on the results 

of the risk analysis; however, it can have beneficial effects on absorption / washout of released 

materials. Actual behavior of any release would largely depend on prevailing weather condition 

at the time of release. We have used the meteorological data of M/s. IOCL PARADIP, Odissa 

for the present study. 
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6.5.1. Atmospheric Parameters 

The atmospheric parameterswhich are considered while conducting this study is as under: 

Atmospheric Temperature     :  35 ºC 

Relative humidity                     :       78 % 

6.5.2. Wind Speed And Wind Direction 

The wind speed and wind direction data which have been used for the study is summarized 

below: 

Average Wind Speed  : 1.5 m/s, 2m/s, 5 m/s  

Stability Class   : F and D 

Wind Direction      : All 360 deg. 

6.5.3. Weather Category 

One of the most important characteristics of atmosphere is its stability. Stability of atmosphere 

is its tendency to resist vertical motion or to suppress existing turbulence. This tendency 

directly influences the ability of atmosphere to disperse pollutants emitted into it from the 

facilities. In most dispersion scenarios, the relevant atmospheric layer is that nearest to the 

ground, varying in thickness from a few meters to a few thousand meters. Turbulence induced 

by buoyancy forces in the atmosphere is closely related to the vertical temperature gradient. 

Temperature normally decreases with increasing height in the atmosphere. The rate at which 

the temperature of air decreases with height is called Environmental Lapse Rate (ELR). It will 

vary from time to time and from place to place. The atmosphere is said to be stable, neutral 

or unstable according to ELR is less than, equal to or greater than Dry Adiabatic Lapse Rate 

(DALR), which is a constant value of 0.98°C/100 meters. 

Pasquill stability parameter, based on Pasquill – Gifford categorization, is such a 

meteorological parameter, which describes the stability of atmosphere, i.e., the degree of 

convective turbulence. Pasquill has defined six stability classes ranging from `A' (extremely 

unstable) to `F' (moderately stable). Wind speeds, intensity of solar radiation (daytime 

insulation) and nighttime sky cover have been identified as prime factors defining these stability 

categories. 
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Table 6.1 Pasquill stability classes 

Stability 

class 

Definition Stability 

class 

Definition 

A Very Unstable D Neutral 

B Unstable E Slightly Stable 

C Slightly 

Unstable 

F Stable 

 

When the atmosphere is unstable and wind speeds are moderate or high or gusty, rapid 

dispersion of pollutants will occur. Under these conditions, pollutant concentrations in air will be 

moderate or low and the material will be dispersed rapidly. When the atmosphere is stable and 

wind speed is low, dispersion of material will be limited and pollutant concentration in air will be 

high. In general, worst dispersion conditions (i.e. contributing to greater hazard distances) 

occur during low wind speed and very stable weather conditions 

6.6. Hazards & Damage Criteria Of Materials 

6.6.1. Definitions: 

The release of flammable liquid can lead to different types of fire or explosion scenarios.  

These depend on the material released, mechanism of release, temperature and pressure of 

the material and the point of ignition.  Types of flammable effects are as follows.  

Hazards associated with Flammable materials 

Pool fire: 

The released flammable material which is a liquid stored below its normal boiling point, will 

collect in a pool.  The geometry of the pool will be dictated by the surroundings. If the liquid is 

stored under pressure above its normal boiling point, then a fraction of the liquid will flash into 

vapor and the remaining portion will form a pool in the vicinity of the release point.  Once 

sustained combustion is achieved, liquid fires quickly reach steady state burning.  The heat 

release rate is a function of the liquid surface area exposed to air.  An unconfined spill will tend 

to have thin fuel depth (typically less than 5 mm) which will result in slower burning rates.  A 

confined spill is limited by the boundaries (e.g. a dyke area) and the depth of the resulting pool 

is greater than that for an unconfined spill. 

 

b. Flash fire: 

It occurs when a vapor cloud of flammable material burns.  The cloud is typically ignited on the 

edge and burns towards the release point.  The duration of flash fire is very short (seconds), 
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but it may continue as jet fire if the release continues.  The overpressures generated by the 

combustion are not considered significant in terms of damage potential to persons, equipment 

or structures.  The major hazard from flash fire is direct flame impingement.  Typically, the burn 

zone is defined as the area the vapor cloud covers out to half of the LFL.  This definition 

provides a conservative estimate, allowing for fluctuations in modeling.  Even where the 

concentration may be above the UFL, turbulent induced combustion mixes the material with air 

and results in flash fire. 

 

c. Jet Fire: 

Jet flames are characterized as high-pressure release of gas from limited openings (e.g. due to 

small leak in a vessel or broken drain valve). Boiling liquid expanding vapor explosion (BLEVE) 

or fireball: A fireball is an intense spherical fire resulting from a sudden release of pressurized 

liquid or gas that is immediately ignited.  The best known cause of a fireball is a boiling liquid 

expanding vapor explosion (BLEVE).  Fireball duration is typically 5 – 20 seconds. 

 

d. Vapor cloud explosion: 

When a large quantity of flammable vapor or gas is released, mixes with air to produce 

sufficient mass in the flammable range and is ignited, the result is a vapor cloud explosion 

(VCE).  Without sufficient air mixing, a diffusion-controlled fireball may result without significant 

overpressures developing.  The speed of flame propagation must accelerate as the vapor 

cloud burns.  Without this acceleration, only a flash fire will result. 

Vapor cloud explosions (VCE) are one of the most serious hazards in chemical process 

industries. When a large quantity of flammable gas or vapor is accidentally released in to 

atmosphere it may form a vapor cloud and if its ignition is delayed (5-10 min) could produce a 

vaporcloud explosion. The damage effects of a vapor cloud explosion are mostly due to the 

overpressure that is created from the fast expansion of the combustion products. The 

overpressure is the most important causes of damage to people, equipment and facilities.  

6.6.2. Unconfined Vapour Cloud Explosion  

Definition: Type of explosion in a liquefied hydrocarbons or other flammable gas cloud in a 

non-confined space (within and/or beyond the premises)  

6.6.3. Factor Affecting Formation Of Vapour Cloud  

1. Type of leaked oil- Lesser the flash point of flammable liquid, more will be the generation 

of vapor cloud 

2. Rate of leakage:- More the rate –more will be vapor formation 
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3. Wind velocity- more vapor formation may result due to heavy wind but the cloud will drift in 

the direction of the wind 

4. Type of enclosure:- A solid wall will hold more vapor as compared to a fenced boundary 

5. Type of nearby vegetation - More is vegetation near the leak site, more vapors will be 

trapped. More is the height of the plants; more will be the quantity of vapor trapped 

6.6.4. Effect of Unconfined Vapour Cloud Explosion  

When the vapor cloud is ignited, following may result:-.  

1. Blast waves  

2. Shock waves  

3. Fire Ball  

4. Multiple fires  

Above may causes huge loss of life and property and may also damage the onsite disaster 

mitigation resources making it an offsite emergency.  

6.6.5. Management of Vapour Cloud  

1. Don‟t switch off or switch on any electrical or heat generating source like DG and 

Compressor 

2. Any hot job inside or outside the station premises should be immediately stopped 

3. Declare station emergency and evacuate the station as per evacuation 

4. Stay upwind 

5. Try to close the valve by remote operation if leakage is from the valve otherwise isolate 

the oil supply to leak tank/piping/valve 

6. If not possible to isolate the valve by remote, wear BA set and close the valve locally. 

Don‟t try to approach site without BA set otherwise asphyxiation will lead to collapse and 

death 

7. When the clouds gets ignited causing an explosion, follow the management procedure  

6.6.6. Vapor Cloud Formation & Its Effect: 

When a cloud of flammable vapor burns, the combustion may give rise to an overpressure or it 

may not. If there is no overpressure, the event is a vapor cloud fire, or flash fire: and if there is 

overpressure, it is vapor cloud explosion.  

A vapor cloud explosion is one of the most serious hazards in the process industries. Vapor 

cloud explosions do occasionally occur and they are generally very destructive.  
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A feature of vapor cloud is that it may drift some distance from the point where the leak has 

occurred and thus threaten a considerable area. Such types of vapor cloud find an ignition 

source and can create overpressure and blast effects which can cause severe damage at 

considerable distance from the source of leak.  

Hazards Associated with Explosive Chemicals: 

6.6.7. Damage Criteria: 

Damage estimates due to thermal radiations and overpressure have been arrived at by taking 

in to consideration the published literature on the subject. The consequences can then be 

visualized by the superimposing the damage effects zones on the proposed plan site and 

identifying the elements within the project site as well as in the neighboring environment, which 

might be adversely affected, should one or more hazards materialize in real life. 

6.6.8. Thermal Damage: 

The effect of thermal radiation on people is mainly a function of intensity of radiation and 

exposure time. The effect is expressed in terms of the probability of death and different 

degrees of burn. The following tables give the effect of various levels of heat flux. 

6.6.9. Fatal Radiation Exposure Levels 

Table 6.2 Fatal Radiation Exposure Level 

RADIATION LEVEL 

KW/m2 

FATALITY 

1% 50% 99% 

EXPOSURE IN SECONDS 

4.0 150 370 930 

12.5 30 80 200 

37.5 8 20 50 

Table 6.3 Fatal Radiation Exposure Level (Details) 

RADIATION 

KW/m2 

DAMAGE TO EQUIPEMENT DAMAGE TO PEOPLE 

1.2 No damage Solar heat at noon 

1.6 PVC insulated cables damaged Minimum level of pain threshold 

2.0 No damage No damage 

4.0 No damage Causes pain if duration is longerthan 

20 secs. But blistering is unlikely 

6.4 No damage Pain threshold reached after 8 secs. 
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Second degree burns after 20 secs. 

12.5 Minimum energy to ignite wood with a 

flame; Melts plastic tubing. 

1% lethality in one minute. 

First degree burns in 10 secs 

16.0 No damage Severe burns after 5 secs. 

25.0 Minimum energy to ignite wood at 

identifying long exposure without a 

flame. 

100% lethality in 1 minute. 

Significant injury in 10 secs. 

37.5 Severe damage to plant 100% lethality in 1 minute. 

50% lethality in 20 secs. 

1% lethality in 10 secs. 

 

OVERPRESSURE DAMAGE: 

Table 6.4 Over Pressure Damage Criteria with Damage To People  

OVER 

PRESSURE 

(mbar) 

MECHANICAL DAMAGE TO 

EQUIPMENTS 

DAMAGE TO PEOPLE 

300 Heavy damage to plant & 

structure 

 

1% death from lung damage 

>50% eardrum damage 

>50% serious wounds from 

flying objects 

100 Repairable damage >1% eardrum damage 

>1% serious wounds from flying 

objects 

30 Major glass damage Slight injury from flying glass 

10 10% glass damage No damage 

 

Table 6.5  Over Pressure Damage Criteria with Mechanical Damage To Equipments 

OVER PRESSURE Mechanical damage to equipments 

Bar K Pa 

0.0014 0.14 Annoying noise (137 dB if of low frequency 10–15 Hz) 

0.0021 0.21 Occasional breaking of large glass windows already under strain 

0.0028 0.28 Loud noise (143 dB), sonic boom, glass failure 

0.0069 0.69 Breakage of small windows under strain 

0.0103 1.03 Typical pressure for glass breakage 
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0.0207 2.07 Safe distance" (probability 0.95 of no serious damage below this 

value);projectile limit; some damage to house ceilings; 10% 

window glass broken 

0.0276 2.76 Limited minor structural damage 

0.03-0.069 3.4-6.9 Large and small windows usually shattered; occasional damage 

to window frames 

0.048 4.8 Minor damage to house structures 

0.069 6.9 Partial demolition of houses, made uninhabitable 

0.138 13.8 Corrugated asbestos shattered; corrugated steel or aluminum 

panels, fastenings fail, followed by buckling; wood panels 

(standard housing)fastenings fail, panels blown in 

0.09 9.0 Steel frame of clad building slightly distorted 

0.138 13.8 Partial collapse of walls and roofs of houses 

0.207 20.7 Concrete or cinder block walls, not reinforced, shattered 

0.158 15.8 Lower limit of serious structural damage 

0.172 17.2 50% destruction of brickwork of houses 

0.207 20.7 Heavy machines (3000 lb) in industrial building suffered little 

damage; steel frame building distorted and pulled away from 

foundations. 

0.207-0.276 20.7-27.6 Frameless, self-framing steel panel building demolished; rupture 

of oil tanks 

0.276 27.6 Cladding of light industrial buildings ruptured 

0.345 34.5 Wooden utility poles snapped; tall hydraulic press (40,000 lb) in 

building slightly damaged 

0.345-0.482 34.5-48.2 Nearly complete destruction of houses 

0.482 48.2 Loaded, lighter weight (British) train wagons overturned 

0.482-0.551 48.2-55.1 Brick panels, 8 –12 in. thick, not reinforced, fail by shearing or 

flexure 

0.62 62.0 Loaded train boxcars completely demolished 

0.689 68.9 Probable total destruction of buildings; heavy machine tools 
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(7,000 lb) moved and badly damaged, very heavy machine tools 

(12,000 lb) survive 

 

6.7. Consequence Analysis 

6.7.1. Introduction 

The consequence analysis is carried out to determine the extent of spread (dispersion) by 

accidental release which may lead to jet fire, pool fire, catastrophic ruptures resulting in 

generation of heat radiation, overpressures, explosions etc.  

In order to form an opinion on potentially serious hazardous situations and their consequences, 

consequence analysis of potential failure scenarios are conducted. It is qualitative analysis of 

hazards due to various failure scenarios. In consequence analysis, each failure case is 

considered in isolation and damage effects predicted, without taking into account the 

secondary events or failures it may cause, leading to a major disastrous situation. The results 

of consequence analysis are useful in developing Disaster Management Plan and in 

developing a sense of awareness among operating and maintenance personnel. It also gives 

the operating personnel and population living in its vicinity, an understanding of the hazard they 

are posed to. 

6.7.2. Event Outcomes 

Upon release of flammable / toxic gas & liquids, the hazards could lead to various events which 

are governed by the type of release, release phase, ignition etc. PHAST has an inbuilt event 

tree for determining the outcomes which are based on two types of releases namely 

continuous and instantaneous. Leaks are considered to be continuous releases whereas, 

ruptures are considered to be instantaneous releases. These types of releases are further 

classified into those which have a potential for rain-out and those which do not. Whether the 

release would leak to a rain-out or not depends upon droplet modeling which is the main cause 

of formation of pools. Fig 2, Fig 3, Fig 4 and Fig5 present the event trees utilized by PHAST to 

generate the event outcomes. 
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Figure 6.2 Event Tree for continuous release without rain-out (from PHAST) 

 

Figure 6.3 Event Tree for Instantaneous release without rain-out (from PHAST) 
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Figure 6.4 Event Tree for continuous release with rain-out (from PHAST) 
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Figure 6.5 Event Tree for Instantaneous release with rain-out (from PHAST) 

 

6.7.3. Effects of Release 

When hazardous material is released to atmosphere due to any reason, a vapor cloud is 

formed. Direct cloud formation occurs when a gaseous or flashing liquid escapes to the 

atmosphere. Release of hydrocarbons and toxic compounds to atmosphere may usually lead 

to the following: 

1. Dispersion of hydrocarbon vapor with wind till it reaches its lower flammability limit 

(LFL) or finds a source of ignition before reaching LFL, which will result in a flash fire or 

explosion. 

2. Spillage of liquid hydrocarbons will result in a pool of liquid, which will evaporate taking 

heat from the surface, forming a flammable atmosphere above it. Ignition of this pool 

will result in pool fire causing thermal radiation hazards. 

3. A fireball or BLEVE (Boiling Liquid expanding Vapor Explosion) occurs when a vessel 

containing a highly volatile liquid (e.g. LPG, Propylene etc) fails and the released large 

mass of vapor cloud gets ignited immediately. It has damage potential due to high 

intensity of radiation and generation of the overpressure waves, causing large scale 

damage to nearby equipment and structures. 
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4. Catastrophic failure of tanks/ pressurized vessels, rotary equipment and valves etc. can 

result in equipment fragments flying and hitting other equipment of the plant. 

5. Release of toxic compounds results in the toxic vapor cloud traveling over long 

distances, affecting a large area, before it gets sufficiently diluted to harmless 

concentration in the atmosphere. 

6. The material is in two phases inside the containment - liquid & vapor. Depending on the 

location of the leak liquid or vapor will be released from the containment. If vapor is 

released a vapor cloud will form by the mixing of the vapor and air. The size of the 

vapor cloud will depend on the rate of release, wind speed; wind direction & 

atmospheric stability will determine the dispersion and movement of the vapor cloud. 

7. If liquid is released there will be some flashing as the boiling point of liquid is below the 

ambient temperature. The vapor formed by immediate flashing will behave as vapors 

release. The liquid will fall on the ground forming a pool. There will be vaporization from 

the pool due to the heat gained from the atmosphere & ground. 

8. There will be dispersion and movement of vapor cloud formed by evaporation of liquid. 

The behavior of material released by loss of containment depends on the following factors: 

1. Physical properties of the material 

2. Conditions of material in containment (pressure and temperature) 

3. Phase of material released (liquid or gas) 

4. Inventory of material released 

5. Weather parameters (temperature, humidity, wind speed, atmospheric stability) 

6. Material with boiling point below ambient condition. 

 

6.8. Consequence Analysis Results 

We have considered below QRA results for LPG storage tanks. 

The Consequence result tables along with their graphs and maps are shown in the report 

ahead. 

LPG PRESSURE VESEL 

Table 6.6  Damage Distances for existing bullets 

Scenario details Catastrophic  Rupture 
(m) 

50 mm leak (m) 25 mm leak (m) 

Weather Category 1.5 F 5D 2 D 1.5 F 5D 2 D 1.5 F 5D 2 D 
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Flash Fire Envelope 

Furthest 
Extent 
(ppm) 

19035.8 296.63 472.77 231.38 87.11 79.33 83.02 36.27 27.03 33.78 

9517.92 768.86 1147.3
0 

721.34 183.58 188.78 188.05 85.14 67.50 79.91 

Thermal Damage Distance by Jet Fire 

Radiation 
Intensity 
( kW/m2) 

4 NH NH NH 132.11 118.27 128.57 70.37 62.63 68.39 

12.5 NH NH NH 104.35 88.71 100.47 55.89 47.22 53.74 

37.5 NH NH NH 87.87 71.42 83.85 47.20 38.14 44.99 

Thermal Damage Distance by Fireball Ellipse 

Radiation 
Intensity 
( kW/m2) 

4 1490.2
7 

1490.2
7 

1490.2
7 

NH NH NH NH NH NH 

12.5 799.38 799.38 799.38 NH NH NH NH NH NH 

37.5 296.48 296.48 296.48 NH NH NH NH NH NH 

Maximum Distance at Overpressure Level (m) 

Overpressu
re 

( bar) 

0.0206 2590.9
9 

2628.5
1 

2577.3
6 

333.29 315.24 324.58 149.3
1 

115.14 133.80 

0.1379 804.27 855.25 792.52 219.69 215.02 217.44 97.95 74.28 86.52 

0.2068 664.51 788.61 651.69 210.71 207.10 208.97 93.89 71.05 82.78 

Notes: 

NH: No Hazard 

Consequence contours are attached as an Appendix A-Consequence maps and contours 

with the report 

Table 6.7 Damage Distances for proposed bullets 

Scenario details Catastrophic  Rupture (m) 50 mm leak (m) 25 mm leak (m) 

Weather Category 1.5 F 5D 2 D 1.5 F 5D 2 D 1.5 F 5D 2 D 

Flash Fire Envelope 

Furthest 
Extent 
(ppm) 

19035.8 1012.09 1301.98 645.93 87.11 79.33 83.02 36.27 27.03 33.78 

9517.92 2269.69 3092.12 1737.67 183.58 188.78 188.05 85.14 67.50 79.91 

Thermal Damage Distance by Jet Fire 

Radiation 
Intensity 
( kW/m2) 

4 NH NH NH 132.11 118.27 128.5
7 

70.37 62.63 68.39 

12.5 NH NH NH 104.35 88.71 100.4
7 

55.89 47.22 53.74 
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37.5 NH NH NH 87.87 71.42 83.85 47.20 38.14 44.99 

Thermal Damage Distance by Fireball Ellipse 

Radiation 
Intensity 
( kW/m2) 

4 3704.65 3704.65 3704.65 NH NH NH NH NH NH 

12.5 2025.72 2025.72 2025.72 NH NH NH NH NH NH 

37.5 803.55 803.55 803.55 NH NH NH NH NH NH 

Maximum Distance at Overpressure Level (m) 

Overpress
ure 

( bar) 

0.0206 6711.57 6779.45 6643.66 333.29 315.24 324.5
8 

149.3
1 

115.14 133.8
0 

0.1379 2141.30 2321.47 2046.28 219.69 215.02 217.4
4 

97.95 74.28 86.52 

0.2068 1874.93 2168.94 1685.24 210.71 207.10 208.9
7 

93.89 71.05 82.78 

Notes: 

NH: No Hazard 

Consequence contours are attached as an Appendix A-Consequence maps and contours 

with the report 

6.9. Conclusions 

 It has been observed that major risk to the facility is due to jet fire and overpressure. Jet 

fire and explosion is credible scenario for the facility. 

 Failure frequency for small leaks to occur is greater than any other large leak sizes  so 

it is recommended to avoid small leaks in the plant by regular inspection and testing of 

the equipment, corrosion monitoring etc 

 We have considered all possible scenarios as listed in above table. We have found that 

major facility damage is because of catastrophic rupture. The consequence tabular 

results(Flash fire, Jet fire, Pool Fire, Overpressure) for all the scenarios have been 

prepared and presented in the main report along with Consequence contours (i.e. 

superimpose of consequence results on layout of the facility) for better understanding of 

the results. It has been found that damage due to catastrophic rupture covers around 

facilities, associated assembly. It will effect to Economic Property, Public & 

Environmental. But the use/installation of Active, Passive fire protection system, can 

control the effects. 

 It has been observed that, in most of the cases overpressure results of 0.02bar in case 

of 25mm leak along with catastrophic rupture case extend beyond the facility. 
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 The organization should take timely corrective actions and be prepared for providing 

required resources to ensure appropriate corrective and preventive actions. 

 The Interlocking and tripping arrangements (Auto & Manual) to all critical equipments 

will reduce the chance of Leakage and spillage hence it will keep the employees & 

workers of the plant safe. 

 M/s. IOCL, Paradip has installed fire fighting system which includes Infra-red detection 

gas monitoring sensors with transmitters. Also audio-visual alarms showing the location 

of gas leakage made available at control room, security room, fire water pump house & 

terminal manager‟s room 

 13 Nos. of MCPs are provided as fire protection system. 

 Also, M/s. IOCL, Paradip carries out mock and fire drills every month. 

6.10. Recommendations& Mitigation Measures 

 Drivers rest room, S&D/control room/record room should be out of reach of 4kW/m2 

radiation levels. 

 These buildings should be able to bear overpressure of 0.02 bar. 

 Toughened glasses should be used in order to withstand against overpressure. 

 Leak detection system should be provided in order to detect leaks and this system 

should be interlinked with control room system and should give alarms in the control 

room. 

 

6.11. Past Accident Scenario Studies 

1. Pennsylvania, USA 16th October 1995: Five workers were killed when two tanks 

exploded at the Pennzoil Product Company Refinery. A welding operation was in 

progress on a service stairway sited between the two waste liquid storage tanks. One 

tank failed along its bottom seam, the shell being propelled vertically away from the 

base as a result of rapid over-pressurization caused by ignition of combustible vapour. 

The tank contents were instantly released, igniting the contents of the second tank, this 

also exploded, releasing its entire contents. There was no secondary containment 

surrounding these tanks and the surge of burning liquid rapidly spread across the entire 

site, damaging another thirteen storage tanks. The contents of another five other tanks 

were ignited, resulting in the loss of 95,000 gallons of solvent and fuel oil. 

2. Delaware, USA 17th July 2001: One worker was killed and eight injured, when a large 

sulphuric acid tank exploded. The explosion was the result of sparks from hot work on a 

catwalk above one of several tanks on the site, entering a tank through corrosion holes. 
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Due to the subsequent ignition of flammable vapours, the tank shell was propelled away 

from its base resulting in a significant volume of sulphuric acid being released into the 

environment. An estimated 660,000 gallons of acid was released, with extensive 

environmental damage including a large quantity of the escaping material entering the 

Delaware River killing thousands of fish and other wildlife. 

3. Louisiana, U.S.A. 3rd September 2005: In the wake of the hurricane several refineries 

reported spills, the worst being at the Meraux Refinery operated by Murphy Oil. A crude 

oil storage tank holding 65,000 bbl was damaged during the storm and an estimated 

25,110 bbl of oil was released. The surrounding dyke was damaged and large 

quantities of oil escaped into the local environment. 

4. Buncefield, Hertfordshire, U.K. 11th December 2005: A tank overfilled at an estimated 

rate of 550 m³ per hour for several hours overflowed into the bund generating vast 

quantities of vapour. This was a result of instrumentation failure, as high-level gauges 

failed to show that the tank was full. It is found that the vessels had been over-

pressurized due to faulty instrumentation. 
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APPENDIX A-CONSEQUENCES MAPS AND GRAPHS 

Existing Facility 

 

Mounded Bullet-1 

Flash Fire results: 

25mm leak case: 

 

Figure 6.6 Flash Fire Envelope in case of 25mm leak of Mounded bullet-1 

 

  

Figure 6.7 Flash Fire Envelope in case of 25mm leak of Mounded bullet-1 
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Catastrophic Rupture 

 

Figure 6.8 Flash Fire Envelope in case of catastrophic rupture of Mounded bullet-1 

 

  

Figure 6.9 Flash Fire Envelope in case of catastrophic rupture of Mounded bullet-1 

 

Jet Fire Results: 

25mm leak case 

 

Figure 6.10 Intensity Radii for Jet Fire in case of 25mm leak of Mounded bullet-1 
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Figure 6.11 Intensity Radii for Jet Fire in case of 25mm leak of Mounded bullet-1 

Fireball Results 

Catastrophic Rupture 

 

Figure 6.12 Intensity Radii for fireball in case of catastrophic rupture of Mounded 
bullet-1 

  

Figure 6.13 Intensity Radii for fireball in case of catastrophic rupture of Mounded 
bullet-1 
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Overpressure Results: 

25mm leak case 

 

Figure 6.14 Overpressure results for 25mm leak of Mounded bullet-1 

 

  

Figure 6.15 Overpressure results for 25mm leak of Mounded bullet-1 

Catastrophic Rupture 

 

Figure 6.16 Overpressure results for catastrophic rupture of Mounded bullet-1 
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Figure 6.17 Overpressure results for catastrophic rupture of Mounded bullet-1 

Flash Fire results: 

25mm leak case: 

 

Figure 6.18 Flash Fire Envelope in case of 25mm leak of Mounded bullet-2 

 

  

Figure 6.19 Flash Fire Envelope in case of 25mm leak of Mounded bullet-2 
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Catastrophic Rupture 

 

Figure 6.20 Flash Fire Envelope in case of catastrophic rupture of Mounded bullet-2 

  

Figure 6.21 Flash Fire Envelope in case of catastrophic rupture of Mounded bullet-2 

Jet Fire Results: 

25mm leak case 

 

Figure 6.22 Intensity Radii for Jet Fire in case of 25mm leak of Mounded bullet-2 
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Figure 6.23 Intensity Radii for Jet Fire in case of 25mm leak of Mounded bullet-2 

Fireball Results 

Catastrophic Rupture 

 

Figure 6.24 Intensity Radii for fireball in case of catastrophic rupture of Mounded 
bullet-2 

  

Figure 6.25 Intensity Radii for fireball in case of catastrophic rupture of Mounded 
bullet-2 
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Overpressure Results: 

25mm leak case 

 

Figure 6.26 Overpressure results for 25mm leak of Mounded bullet-2 

  

Figure 6.27 verpressure results for 25mm leak of Mounded bullet-2 

Catastrophic Rupture 

 

Figure 6.28 Overpressure results for catastrophic rupture of Mounded bullet-2 
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Figure 6.29 Overpressure results for catastrophic rupture of Mounded bullet-2 

Flash Fire results: 

25mm leak case: 

Figure 6.30  
Flash Fire Envelope in case of 25mm leak of Mounded bullet-3 

  

Figure 6.31 Flash Fire Envelope in case of 25mm leak of Mounded bullet-3 
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Catastrophic Rupture 

 

Figure 6.32 Flash Fire Envelope in case of catastrophic rupture of Mounded bullet-3 

  

Figure 6.33 Flash Fire Envelope in case of catastrophic rupture of Mounded bullet-3 

Jet Fire Results: 

25mm leak case 

Figure 6.34 Intensity Radii for Jet Fire in case of 25mm leak of Mounded bullet-3 

 

Figure 6.35 Intensity Radii for Jet Fire in case of 25mm leak of Mounded bullet-3 
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Fireball Results 

Catastrophic Rupture 

 

Figure 6.36 Intensity Radii for fireball in case of catastrophic rupture of Mounded 
bullet-3 

  

Figure 6.37 Intensity Radii for fireball in case of catastrophic rupture of Mounded 
bullet-3 
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Overpressure Results: 

Catastrophic Rupture 

 

Figure 6.38 Overpressure results for catastrophic rupture of Mounded bullet-3 

  

Figure 6.39 Overpressure results for catastrophic rupture of Mounded bullet-3 
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Mounded Bullet-4 

Flash Fire results: 

25mm leak case: 

 

Figure 6.40 Flash Fire Envelope in case of 25mm leak of Mounded bullet-4 

  

Figure 6.41 Flash Fire Envelope in case of 25mm leak of Mounded bullet-4 

Catastrophic Rupture 

 

Figure 6.42 Flash Fire Envelope in case of catastrophic rupture of Mounded bullet-4 
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Figure 6.43 Flash Fire Envelope in case of catastrophic rupture of Mounded bullet-4 

Jet Fire Results: 

25mm leak case 

 

Figure 6.44 Intensity Radii for Jet Fire in case of 25mm leak of Mounded bullet-4 

  

Figure 6.45 Intensity Radii for Jet Fire in case of 25mm leak of Mounded bullet-4 
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Fireball Results 

Catastrophic Rupture 

 

Figure 6.46 Intensity Radii for fireball in case of catastrophic rupture of Mounded 
bullet-4 

 

  

Figure 6.47 Intensity Radii for fireball in case of catastrophic rupture of Mounded 
bullet-4 

Overpressure Results: 

25mm leak case 

 

Figure 6.48 Overpressure results for 25mm leak of Mounded bullet-4 
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Figure 6.49 Overpressure results for 25mm leak of Mounded bullet-4 

Catastrophic Rupture 

 

Figure 6.50 Overpressure results for catastrophic rupture of Mounded bullet-4 

  

Figure 6.51 Overpressure results for catastrophic rupture of Mounded bullet-4 
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Mounded Bullet-5 

Flash Fire results: 

25mm leak case: 

 

Figure 6.52 Flash Fire Envelope in case of 25mm leak of Mounded bullet-5 

  

Figure 6.53 Flash Fire Envelope in case of 25mm leak of Mounded bullet-5 

 

Catastrophic Rupture 

 

Figure 6.54 Flash Fire Envelope in case of catastrophic rupture of Mounded bullet-5 
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Figure 6.55 Flash Fire Envelope in case of catastrophic rupture of Mounded bullet-5 

Jet Fire Results: 

25mm leak case 

 

Figure 6.56 Intensity Radii for Jet Fire in case of 25mm leak of Mounded bullet-5 

 

  

Figure 6.57 Intensity Radii for Jet Fire in case of 25mm leak of Mounded bullet-5 
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Fireball Results 

Catastrophic Rupture 

 

Figure 6.58 Intensity Radii for fireball in case of catastrophic rupture of Mounded 
bullet-5 

  

Figure 6.59 Intensity Radii for fireball in case of catastrophic rupture of Mounded 
bullet-5 

Overpressure Results: 

25 mm leak case 

 

Figure 6.60 Overpressure results for 25mm leak of Mounded bullet-5 
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Figure 6.61 Overpressure results for 25mm leak of Mounded bullet-5 

Catastrophic Rupture 

 

Figure 6.62 Overpressure results for catastrophic rupture of Mounded bullet-5 

 

  

Figure 6.63 Overpressure results for catastrophic rupture of Mounded bullet-5 
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CHAPTER 7. DISASTER MANAGEMENT PLAN 

 

7.1. Introduction 

M/s. Indian Oil Corporation Limited (IOCL), a Government of India Undertaking, is engaged in 

Refining, Storage and Marketing of Petroleum Products. Indian Oil Corporation Limited (IOCL) 

is a leading government owned PSU in India. Due to its strong presence in the market for long 

time, it has acquired a sizeable share in the Indian market. The company has already setup 

many bottling plants all over India.  

Paradip LPG Marketing Terminal was set up to meet the increasing market demands for the 

districts of Odisha & its adjoining areas. The Plant is situated at Paradip in the state of Odisha. 

The Plant is scheduled to be commissioned in the year 2014. Operations in IOCL plant involve 

handling and storage of LPG which are hazardous material. The plant is located around 6 Kms 

from Paradip Refinery and 7 Kms from Paradip Port in Odisha.    

It occupies an important place in the Indian Oil LPG distribution network. The total area 

covering the plant is 52.7 Acres.  

1) The licensed storage capacity is 1800 MT consisting of 3 mounded bullets (600 MT each). 

2) Bulk LPG is received through Pipelines from adjacent LPG dispatch Unit of Paradip   

    Refinery which is stored in three Mounded Bullets.  

3) Our firefighting facility meets the OISD standards, we have fire water reservoir of  

    7600 KL which has been determined based on the water calculation worked out for single 

largest risk area. (Largest Single Risk Area = Tank Lorry Filling Shed) 

4) There are 5 No‟s Fire Diesel Engines and two Jockey pump working in auto mode to keep 

the  fire water line in pressurized condition.  

5) There are 3 No‟s of Deluge valves, 20 no‟s of double hydrant points, 28 No‟s water 

monitors,13 manual call points, 3 Emergency Shut Down Switches (ESD).  

 Portable fire extinguishers –  

 9 kg DCP    43 nos. 

 75 kg DCP    03 nos., and  

 CO2 fire extinguishers         22 nos.  

Are placed at all prominent locations in the plant. 
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7.1.1. Adjoining properties of IOCL, Paradip: 

            North Side   – IOCL Terminal (POL), BPCL & Rly Siding 

               South Side – Main Road & Railway 

               West Side   –Surrounded by HPCL 

               East Side    –Nallah 

7.1.2. Nearest Facilities: 

 Fire Station –PARADIP (Tel.06722-222385)                             -    7 KM         

 Police Station- PARADIP (Tel.06722-222027)                        -   7 KM 

 Hospital – SNM, Civil - PARADIP (Tel.06722-211627)                -   3 KM 

 Railway Station – PARADIP (Tel. 06722-229434)                      -   2 KM 

 Mutual Aid Members- IOCL, PARADIP (Tel.06722-222473)     -   1 KM 

7.1.3. Departmental Contact details: 

Mr. Ashok Kr. Nayak, Chief LPG Terminal Manager,    : 94371-86233 

Mr. D Patra, Dy. Mgr (Engineering),      : 9853375869 

Mrs. Neeta Murmu, DS0       : 9937372495 

Mr. Aditya Kr. Nayak, AM (Terminal)     : 9437564339 

  

Mr. Dhananjay Kr, Engg. Officer,       : 99372-89832 

Mr. A Abhinav, OO,       : 94374-87415 

Mr. M Shreshtha, OO,         : 99381-89857 

Mr. Sushil Singh, OO,         : 78277-28840 

Mr. R Kujur, OO,         : 99373-55500 

Mr. A Nath, DSO,        : 81017-73793 

Mr. Md. Azfar, OO,       : 99686-86450 

7.2. Disaster Management Plan (DMP) 

A  Disaster Management Plan is prepared to meet any grave emergency which can occur due 

to Natural Disasters such as Rain and wind storms, Floods, Biological agents (micro-

organisms, insect or vermin infestation), Earthquakes, or due to Man-Made Disasters such as 

Acts of war and terrorism, Fires, Water (broken pipes, leaking roofs, blocked drains, fire 

extinguishing), Explosions, Building deficiencies (structure, design, environment, maintenance), 

Power failures. 

An Action Plan has been drawn to fix responsibility and actions to be taken by various groups 

to meet and contain the disaster within shortest possible time and with minimum loss to men, 

material and property. It is the responsibility of all individuals in their respective areas to ensure 
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the success of this plan. This plan shall be circulated for benefit / training of all individuals 

residing in the premises. 

7.3. Objective of Disaster Management Plan DMP 

The objective of the plan is to list down steps to handle emergency situation that may arise due 

to natural or man-made disaster such that any adverse effect on occupants and public at large 

is minimized and normalcy is restored within shortest possible time. 

This document sets out the emergency plans for all levels of accident ranging from a local 

incident within the site boundary to a situation that requires outside support. The main objective 

of the Disaster Management Plan would be to ensure that  

 Loss of life and injuries to persons are minimised 

 Property losses are minimised 

 Relief and rehabilitation measures are put into effect/ action in the shortest possible 

time 

 Potential losses due to prolonged shut down of facilities are minimized 

 The above objectives can be achieved by – 

 Proper identification of possible disasters and evaluation of their potential and 

identification of maximum credible hazard scenario. 

 Arrange/ augment facilities for firefighting, safety, medical (both equipment and 

manpower) 

7.4. Statutory Requirements  

Disaster Management Plan is a statutory requirement for all emergencies. The plan has 

been prepared in view of the following regulations: 

 The Factories act, 1948 and as amended 

 The Manufacturing, Storage and Import of hazardous Chemicals Rules, 1989, 

notified under the Environment Protection Act 1986 and amended in 1994. 

 Rules on Emergency Planning Preparedness and Response for Chemical 

Accidents, 1996. 

 Stipulations of OISD-168,118,117 

 Public Liability Insurance Act, 1991. 

7.5. Different Phases of Disaster 

7.5.1. Warning Phase (Before disaster) 

Emergencies /disasters are generally preceded by warnings during which preventive measures 

may be initiated. For example release of light hydrocarbons, uncontrollable build-up of pressure 

in process equipments, pipe line weather forecast give warning about formation of vapor cloud, 

cyclones, equipments failure, cyclones respectively. 
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7.5.2. Period of Impact Phase (During disaster) 

This is the phase when emergency /disaster actually strike and preventive measures may 

hardly be taken. However, control measures to minimize the effects may be taken through a 

well-planned and ready-to-act disaster management plan. The duration may be from seconds 

to days. 

7.5.3. Rescue Phase 

This is the phase when impact is almost over and efforts are concentrated on rescue and relief 

measures. 

7.5.4. Relief Phase (post disaster) 

In this phase, apart from organization and relief measures internally, depending on severity of 

the disaster, external help should also be summoned to provide relief measures (like 

evacuations to a safe place and providing medical help, food clothing etc.). This phase will 

continue till normalcy is restored. 

7.5.5.  Rehabilitation Phase 

This is the final and longest phase. During which measures required to put the situation back to 

normal as far as possible are taken. Checking the systems, estimating the damages, repair of 

equipments and putting them again into service are taken up. Help from revenue/insurance 

authorities need to be obtained to assess the damage, quantum of compensation to be paid 

etc. 

7.6. Possible Scenarios of Disasters 

The site at IOCl, Paradip is exposed to multiple hazards, which may result in disaster if they 

are not controlled properly. In this section, effort has been made to identify all possible 

hazards. These hazards have been studied further in subsequent topics to know their possible 

impact during any disaster. 

The various hazards that are possible in the IOCL have been broadly categorised as follows 

and the Mitigating measures for each of these have been discussed under this Chapter.  

7.6.1. Natural Disasters  

a) Cyclones / storm /typhoon 

b) Flood  

c) Earthquake  

d) Forest Fire  

e) Land Slide  

f) Lightning  

(a) Cyclones / storm /typhoon 

Cyclone is a vast violent whirl or vortex in the atmosphere following formation of an intense 

low-pressure area. Very severe cyclonic storm has crossed Orissa coast between Puri and 
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Paradip in 1967, 1971 and 1999 but no more cyclones were observed after 1999. Hence risk is 

low.  

(b) Flood 

 The 482 km long of coastline of Orissa exposes the State to flood, cyclones and storm surges. 

Heavy rainfall during monsoon causes floods in the rivers. Flow of water from neighbouring 

States of Jharkhand and Chattisgarh also contributes to flooding. The flat coastal belts with 

poor drainage, high degree of siltation of the rivers, soil erosion, breaching of the 

embankments and spilling of floodwaters over them, cause severe floods in the river basin and 

delta areas. In Orissa, rivers such as the Mahanadi, Subarnarekha, Brahmani, Baitarani, 

Rushikulya, Vansadhara and their many tributaries and branches flowing through the State 

expose vast areas to floods. The entire coastal belt is prone to storm surges. The storms that 

produce tidal surges are usually accompanied by heavy rain fall making the coastal belt 

vulnerable to both floods and storm surges. People die; livestock perish; houses are washed 

away; paddy and other crops are lost and roads and bridges are damaged. The floods of 1980, 

1982, 2001 and 2003 in the State were particularly severe; property worth crores of rupees was 

destroyed in the floods.  

Hence risk level is high. 

(c) Earthquake  

The first recorded earthquake of the State was1676 AD in Balasore area and the first 

earthquake in which 11 fatalities resulted was Berhampur Earthquake of 1897. State comes 

under moderate risk zone (zone III) & low risk zone (Zone II)[ Felt only by a few persons at rest, 

especially on upper floors of buildings. Many people do not recognize it as an earthquake. 

Standing motorcars may rock slightly. Vibrations similar to the passing of a truck. 

 Hence risk level is quite low. 

(a) Forest Fire  

Greenbelt has been developed in an area of 580 acres with the help of Orissa Forest 

Development Corporation Ltd. (OFDCL). So far 5, 87,000 trees have been planted around the 

refinery area. Additionally, approx. 50,682 trees have been planted in the township. However, 

chances of a forest fire or a bush fire in the IOCL cannot be totally ruled out. These types of fire 

have a devastating effect not only on the environment but also on the people living in and 

around the affected area.  

Hence the risk is moderate. 

(b) Land Slide  

Outward and downward movement of mass, consisting of rock and soils, due to natural or 

man-made causes is termed as landslide. High intensity rainfall triggers most of the landslides. 

The Landslides and related phenomena such as Mudflows, Earth flows, Rock falls, Debris 

flows are natural events that would occur without human activity, however human use and 

interest has led to increase in the intensity of these events.  

Hence the risk is low. 
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(c) Lightning 

Lightning or thunder stroke is a natural phenomenon and prevention of its occurrence is 

beyond human control. A good number of people, nearly 300 persons succumb to death due to 

lightning in the State every year. The death toll due to lightning in the State since 2001 is 

mentioned below: 

 

Year Human Casualty 

2001 183 

2002 220 

2003 224 

2004 279 

2005 214 

2006 204 

2007 327 

2008 362 

2009 (till 18.08.2009) 78 

  

 Hence the risk is low. 

7.6.2. Industrial Disasters  

a) Fire / Explosion  

b) Water tank rupture 

c) Electrical Shock 

d) Leakage 

a) Fire / Explosion  

LPG is highly flammable, and storages are mostly concentrated in IOCL. There are chances of 

Fire / Explosion involving these flammable substances whose effects would be localised or 

widespread depending on various factors as discussed later in the report. Hence the risk is 

high. 

b) Water tank rupture 

IOCL has a fire water tank of 3800 kL capacity. The no of total tanks are two. However failure 

of any tank is not possible but if it was to happen, a major disaster is possible.  

Hence risk level is moderate. 

c) Electrical Shock 

The loading/unloading/filling operations generate static charge also due to pumping or 

electrical operation the chances of electric shock possible. 

 Hence risk is moderate. 
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d) Leakage 

  In IOCL sites LPG covered more area. LPG is highly flammable. The past accident shown 

below: 

 Leakage from ¼” Differential pressure transmitter Line during receipt of LPG from 

Paradip refinery. Due to Weld defect. 

 Leakage from cold flare Line after completion of Bulk tanker loading.  

Hence risk level is high. 

7.6.3. Transportation Disasters  

a) Bumping /striking/hitting of vehicles to pipeline 

The Bumping of vehicles causes damage to LPG pipeline which is highly flammable in nature. 

 Hence risk is moderate. 

7.6.4. Miscellaneous Disasters  

a) Sabotage/ Civil Riots or War 

b) Terrorism, air raid, etc. 

a) Sabotage/ Civil Riots or War 

These disasters are manmade & are carried out to fulfill an obligatory intention by imposing 

pressure on system and public. However, the chances of having such activities cannot be 

neglected thus the DMP is provided with the necessary preparedness & preventive measures.  

Hence risk level is Moderate. 

b) Terrorism, air raid, etc. 

No solution can be offered to eliminate either terrorist threats or planted bombs, but one can be 

well or badly prepared to cope with them when such incidents happen. It is essential for 

organizations to design and implement both good physical security and a comprehensive bomb 

threat response plan. Hence risk is low. 

Risk Analysis 

Sr. No. Types of 
disaster 

Probability Severity / 
Vulnerability 

NATURAL DISASTERS 

1.  Cyclones / 
storm 

/typhoon 

Low risk Low 

2.  Flood High risk Moderate 
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3.  Earthquake Low risk Moderate 

4.  Forest Fire Moderate risk High 

5.  Land Slide Low risk Low 

6.  Lightning Low risk Low 

 
INDUSTRIAL DISASTERS 

 

7.  Fire / 
Explosion 

High risk High 

8.  Water tank 
rupture 

Moderate risk Moderate 

9.  Electrical 
Shock 

Moderate risk Moderate 

10.  Leakage High risk High 

 
TRANSPORTATION DISASTERS 

 

11.  Bumping 
/striking/hitting 
of vehicles to 

pipeline 

Moderate risk High 

 
MISCELLANEOUS DISASTERS 

 

12.  Sabotage/ Civil 
Riots or War 

Moderate risk Moderate 

13.  Terrorism, air 
raid, etc. 

Low risk Low risk 
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7.7. Emergency Response during Disaster 

7.7.1. Various phases of onsite disaster management plan 

Before Crisis 

 Prepare a plan of the storage, handling and pumping stations premises and 

surroundings showing therein the areas of various hazards like fire, explosion, toxic 

releases and also location of assembly points, fire station or equipments room, 

telephone room, medical facilities will be provided by arrangements with nearby 

hospitals, emergency control room, main gate, emergency gates, normal wind 

direction, outside fire station, hospital and other services. Mention their distances 

from proposed activities. 

 The fire protection equipments shall be kept in good operating condition at all the 

time and fire fighting system should be periodically tested for people functioning 

logged for record and corrective action. 

 The fire fighting training shall be provided to all officers, truck drivers and other 

employees who are likely to be present in installation 

 There should be regular mock fire drills once a month record of such drills shall be 

maintained 

 Every employee or authorized person working in the production/storage shall be 

familiarized with the fire alarm signal and shall know the location of fire alarm point 

nearest to place of work 

 Assign key personnel and alternate responsible for site safety 

 Describe risk associated with each operation conducted. 

During Crisis  

 Monitor the behaviour of entrant for any effects that suggests they should be 

evacuated 

 Evacuate the space, any hazard that could endanger , if  the entrant is detected 

 Perform no other duties that may interfere with their primary responsibilities 

 Notify the attendant if they experience any warning signs or symptoms of exposures 

or detect a dangerous condition 

 Exit the permit space when instructed by attendant 

 

7.7.2. Reporting Procedure 

In the event of fire from accidental release of flammable gas or liquid, a person seeing the 
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incident will follow the laid down procedure in the facility and report as follows: 

 Will dial the nearest telephone 

 Will state his name and exact location of emergency 

 Will contact affected officers on duty 

 People reporting the accident will remain near the location to guide emergency crew 

arriving at the scene 

 In case of fire emergency, person should activate the nearest available push button 

type instrument which will automatically sound an alarm in fire control room 

indicating the location of fire have been affected with soap & water 

 Workers should be seen as soon as possible by a health professional 

 Provide information to the relevant public authority and community including other 

closely located facilities regarding the nature of hazard and emergency procedure in 

event of major accident 

 Record and discuss the lessons learned and the analysis of major accidents and 

misses with employees and employee representative 

 

7.8. Emergency Organization Structure 

 The disaster management organization and action plan is made in such a way that it 

is capable of quick response at any time to meet emergency situation.  

 The organogram gives a detailed chain of command, areas of responsibility of each 

personnel involved, information flow pattern and coordination activity required to 

meet the emergency. 

  A Disaster Management Organization Chart followed by IOCL Paradip, Odisha 

Farms is given below: 
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7.9. Roles & responsibilities: 

During an emergency situation, Roles & Responsibilities (duties) of IOCL personnel‟s    

are defined below: 

a) Chief Incident Controller ( Plant Manager) 

1. Preparation, review & Updating of DMP Document. 

2. Assessment of Situation, declaration of emergency and activate the action plan. 

3. Mobilization of main coordinators & key personnel at respective locations 

Terminal I/Charge, 

Chief LPG TRML 

Manager 

Alternate I/charge 

Designated,  

Safety Officer 

Engineering / 

Project Section  

  (01 officers in 

general shift) 

Maintenance section 

  (01 officer looking after 

general maintenance 

cum DSO 

Core operations Group 

(05 officers covering 3 

shifts). 

(a) TLF/Tank Farm 

operations 

(b) S&D cum Control 

Room. 

(c) Refinery co-

ordination for PLT 

receipts. 
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4. Activation of Emergency Control Centre (ECC). 

5. Depending  on  seriousness  of  the  emergency,  seek  assistance  mutual  aid 

members & external agencies like Police, Fire Brigade, Hospitals etc. 

6. Exercise control of the unaffected areas. 

7. Continuously review and monitor the emergency situation. 

8. Direct shutdown of Plant and evacuation of personnel as and when necessary. 

9. Ensure  that  injured  are  receiving  prompt  medical  treatment,  take  stock  of 

casualties, if any and that relatives are properly informed / advised. 

10. Ensure correct accounting and position of personnel. 

11. Taking d e c i s i o n  i n  c o n s u l t a t i o n  w i t h  d i s t r i c t  a u t h o r i t i e s , w h e n  t h e  

O f f -Site Emergency to be declared. 

12. Regulate vehicular movement in the Plant. 

13. Arrange for chronological records of the incident / emergency. 

14. If emergency is prolonged, arrange for replacement of emergency handling 

personnel. 

15. Authorize statements to external agencies, media. 

16. In  case  of  escalation  of  situation  which  may  leads  to  damage  to  nearby 

population inform district authorities to warn nearby population. 

17. Ensure that incidents are investigated and recommendations are implemented. 

 

b) Site Incident Controller (Manager -Plant) 

The Site Incident Controller (SIC) shall be identified by the Chief Incident Controller and will 

report directly to him. Shed Incharge will act as SIC at their respective Area till the arrival of 

SIC. Responsibilities of the Site Incident Controller shall include the following: 

1. He shall put in action workable emergency control plan, establish emergency 

control centre, organize and equip the organization with ERDMP and train the 

personnel. 

2. Immediately on knowing about the emergency, he shall proceed to the site. 

3. Assess the level of emergency and apprise CIC / ECC about situation 

4. Activate the emergency procedure / control plan as required. 

5. Direct all operations within the affected area as per priority 

6. Ensure affected area is cordoned off and all non-essential workers in the affected area 

are evacuated to the assembly point. 

7. Ensure search, rescue and fire fighting operation are started. 
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8. Minimize damage to plant, property & environment 

9. Alert medical centre and any specialist support as required. 

 

c) Administration and Communication Coordinator (Operations Officer) 

Communications Coordinator shall ensure that: 

1. ECC communication equipment and systems are maintained to a high standard and 

functional throughout the emergency. 

2. Back-up communication system is available in the event of the ECC Room is not 
available. 

3. Providing quality and diverse communication systems for use in routine and 

emergency situations. 

 

d) Fire Safety Coordinator – (DSO) 

1. Activate local Siren(s). 

2. Rush to the site and take charge of fire and rescue operations. 

3. Work in close association with site incident controller / chief incident controller. 

4. Render technical guidance and logistics to fire personnel. 

5. Establish danger zone and arrange barricading if necessary. 

6. Ensure sufficient firefighting chemicals and rescue equipment‟s are available at site. 

7. Ensure that fire water pump house is manned and sufficient hydrant pressure in fire 

water mains and monitor water level in reservoir. 

8. Arrange for additional fighting resources help from from mutual aid partners & other 

fire services if necessary, in consultation with site incident controller. 

9. Coordinate with outside fire brigades and agencies for firef ighting / rescue 

operations. 

10. Ensure that casualties are promptly sent to first aid Centre / hospital. 

 

e) Support & Auxiliary Services Coordinator 

1. Rush to his office and take charge of medical, welfare and media. 

2. Activate medical Centre and render first aid to the injured by assigning first-aid 

personnel to specific duties. 

3. Arrange additional medical  supplies,  drugs  and  equipment‟s,  spares  for 

firefighting, as required. 

4. Arrange ambulance for transporting casualties and coordinate with hospitals for 

prompt medical attention to casualties. 
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5. Keep  all  the  vehicles  and  drivers  in  readiness  and  send  vehicles  as  per 

requirement of  different  coordinators  and  officials.  to mobilize  transport  to various 

teams for facilitating the response measures; 

6. to monitor entry and exit of authorized  personnel into and out of premises; 

7. Head Counts at assembly points. 

8. Take care of public relation, inform relatives of injured. 

9. Arrange canteen facilities and proper food / refreshment. 

10. Arrange to meet emergency clothing requirement. 

11. Arrange to contact the families of the injured. 

12. Maintaining public relation and arrange media briefing wherever necessary 

13. To control the mob outside, if any, with the assistance of the police and to 

provide administrative and logistics assistance to various teams; 

14. Issue press statement with the approval of Competent Authority / OIC. 

15. Take help of welfare bodies, social organizations, NGO‟s, local administrations, blood 

bank, blood donors, hospitals, doctors, ambulance services, water supply department, 

transport hire service, catering services as per requirement. 

16. Inform police, civil authorities, statutory authorities etc. with the approval of CIC. Also, 

inform to Human Resources and Welfare Services Coordinator Transport and Logistics 

Services Coordinator.  Media and Public Relations Coordinator. Operations and 

Technical Coordinator.  

 

f) Haulage & House Keeping Team (Mechanical) 

1. Rush to the site. 

2. Work in close association with site incident controller. 

3. Assist site incident controller in assessing scale of emergency and take 

corrective action to minimize damage to equipment/ Plant in consultation with 

other coordinators. 

4. Ensure that key mechanical personnel are present at site with proper tools. 

5. Render technical guidance and logistics to mechanical personnel. 

 

g) Electrical contractor  

1. Rush to the site. 

2. Work in close association with site incident controller. 
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3. Assist site incident controller in assessing scale of emergency and take 

corrective action to minimize damage to equipment/Plant in consultation with 

other coordinators. 

4. Ensure that key instrument personnel are present at site with proper tools. 

5. Render technical guidance and logistics to instrument personnel. 

6. Provide assistance to control room engineer for Plant shut down/instrument 

control requirement. 

7. Ensure that key electrical personnel are present at site with proper tools. 

8. Render technical guidance and logistics to electrical personnel. 

9. Ensure electric supply of affected equipment/area isolated if required. 

10. Ensure proper lighting is provided during handling of emergency if required. 

 

h) Fire Brigade 

1 The fire brigade shall organize to put out fires and provide assistance as 

required. 

2 Hospitals and doctors must be ready to treat any injuries. 

3 Co-ordinate the activities of Primary Health Centers and Municipal 

Dispensaries to ensure required quantities of drugs and equipments 

4 Securing assistance of medical and paramedical personnel from nearby 

hospitals/institutions 

5 Temporary mortuary and identification of dead bodies 

 

i) Media 

1 The media should have ready and continuous access to designated officials 

with relevant information, as well as to other sources in order to provide 

essential and accurate information to public throughout the emergency and to 

help avoid confusion 

2 Efforts should be made to check the clarity and reliability of information as it 

becomes available, and before it is communicated to public 

3 Public health authorities should be consulted when issuing statements to the 

media concerning health aspects of chemical accidents 

4 Members of the media should facilitate response efforts by providing means for 

informing the public with credible information about accidents involving 
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hazardous substances. 

j) Security Coordinator (S&D Officer) 

Security Coordinator reports to CIC / SIC and is responsible for security of installation during 

emergency. He shall ensure that systematic efforts are launched and no confusion or panic is 

created. He shall carry out following actions: 

1. Assist  F&S  department  in  evacuation  and  escorting  workers  &  visitors  

to assembly areas. 

2. Maintain security of premises in the event of evacuation. 

3. Maintain the law and order; assist authorities in case of public unrest. 

4. Close all gates, control traffic and allow only authorized persons to enter 

in consultation with site incident controller / shift coordinator. 

5. Cordon off the area of accident and coordinate with external security 

personnel if necessary. 

6. Direct the external help / authorities to respective coordinators. 

Keep contact with security in order to seek mutual assistance as required. 

7.10. Information on Emergency Command Structure for Dealing with 
Emergency Situation: 

 

Works Main Controller- * 

Mr. Ashok kr. Nayak                       Designation: Chief Manager           Tel. No 94371-86233 

Alternate 

Mrs. Neeta Murmu                         Designation: Safety Officer               Tel. No 9937372495 

 

Site Incident Controller-** 

 Shift I/C (operations)              Designation: Operations officer   Tel. No _______________ 

Alternate 

Maintenance officer          Designation: Probationary officer       Tel. No _______________ 
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Combat Team*** 

Leader-Shift I/C. 

Alt- Engg. officer 

 

Members 

1. Employee at TLF shed. 

2. Employee at LPG PH 

 

Rescue Team**** 

Leader- S & D officer 

Alt- Security supervisor 

 

Members 

1. Security guards in 

Licensed area. 

 

Auxiliary Team***** 

Leader-Engg. officer 

Alt- S & D officer. 

 

Members 

1. Maintenance officer. 

2.Operations officer 

3. Security guard at TLF 

area. 

 

 

7.10.1. Silent Hour Command Structure: 

Works Main Controller-  

Mr.: Security                   Designation: Supervisor                  Tel. No _________________ 

Alternate 

 Mr.: Security                   Designation: Gunman                  Tel. No _________________ 

 

N.B- 

 WMC should be charge at night 
 Combat team, Rescue team, Auxiliary team should be security personnel and works men 

on duty at night or silence hour 
 

7.11. Emergency Control Center 

It is a location, where all key personal like Chief coordinator and Crisis coordinator can 

assemble in the event of onset of emergency and carry on various duties assigned to them. 

The centralized emergency control center is situated at the Administrative building from which 

the operation to handle the emergency are directed and coordinated. The center shall be 

equipped to receive and transmit information and directions from and to the incident controller 

and areas of the works as well as outside. ECC is accessible from the plant. Keys are available 

at security point during non working hours. 

1. Inform to respective sections/coordinators about the emergency. 

Combat Team 

Leader-Security Supervisor 

Alt- NIL 

 

Rescue Team 

Leader-Gunman 

Alt- NIL 

 

Auxiliary Team 

Leader-Security guards 

Alt- NIL 
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2. Inform Chief incident controller, site incident controller. 

3. Take suitable action  to  protect  the  Plant in consultation  with  site  incident 

controller, Section Operations. 

4. Communicate message (telephone) to person(s) working in area/Plant. 

5. Clearly note down type of emergency and the location. 

6. Inform State Emergency coordinators as per emergency telephone list 

7.11.1. The emergency control centre will contain the following facilities: 

1. Intercom telephone 

2. Fire suits/Gloves/Helmet 

3. Hand tools and non-sparking tools 

4. Duties of key personnel 

5. Adequate number of external telephones 

6. Adequate number of internal telephones 

7. Plans of the location 

8. Stationeries 

9. Copies of this on-site and off-site emergency plans 

10. Material Safety Data Sheets 

11. Emergency shutdown procedures for critical equipment 

12. Appropriate breathing apparatus and insulating, anticorrosive PPEs 

13. Contact details of Mutual Aid, Civil Authorities, nearby Hospitals, Fire Brigade, Fire 

fighters and First aiders. 

Trained personnel are always available in these areas who can rush to the emergency point in 

shortest time. Warning system is always kept in working order. Fire extinguishers of suitable 

types and hydrants are provided at almost all the places of plant. 

7.11.2. Field Command Post (Incident Site) 

An emergency requires co-ordination of numerous activities beyond spill containment and 

countermeasure efforts from a safe location at the incident scene. The Field Command Post 

will be established in the "Cold Zone/ECC" for staging deployed apparatus, resources and 

equipments with means of communications and manning to effectively co-ordinate control 

efforts. 

7.11.3. Assembly Points 

At least two alternate locations for safe assembly points should be earmarked within the 

operating locations. These locations are designated for assembling non-essential workers, 

visitors, and other persons who are not required at the site at the time of emergency but they 

are to be moved to safe places. These locations have been provided with sign boards 

displaying "Assembly Points" for easy identification. Signage showing the safest route to the 

nearest assembly point should be displayed at all major roads.  
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The persons required to be assembled at the assembly point should choose safer assembly 

point out of the two, considering the wind direction at that time. The control room will also 

announce the same on the PA system, if possible 

The person assembled at the assembly point shall follow the instruction for evacuation of the 

station area and move to safe locations as directed. They should move in the cross wind 

direction or up-wind direction, whichever is safer. 

IOCL Paradip, Odisha have one entry cum exit gate & 01 emergency gate. 

 

7.12. Off Site Disaster Management Plan (DMP) 

Emergency is a sudden unexpected event, which can cause serious damage to personnel life, 

property and environment outside the boundary wall of the refinery as a whole, which 

necessitate evolving Off-site Emergency Plan to combat any such eventuality. In Offsite 

disaster management plan, many agencies like Revenue, Public Health, Fire Services, Police, 

Civil Defence, Home Guards, Medical Services and other Voluntary organization are involved. 

Thus, handling of such emergencies requires an organized multidisciplinary approach. 

In case of a leak from the pipeline and storage tanks, the control system may not be 

sophisticated enough to detect the same. Hence the leak has to be notified by the eyewitness 

to the owner who would immediately shut down the pumping operation. This may not 

necessarily result in declaration of the disaster. In absence of an eyewitness, the leak may go 

undetected in the incipient stages and may result in a major disaster requiring activation of 

Disaster Management Plan. 

In case of TT accident, the nearest LPG bottling Plant takes urgent action and rushed trained 

personnel and equipment (LPG hoses, DCP extinguishers etc.) to the accident site, where 

necessary action as demanded by situation is taken. Sometimes empty TTs are mobilized for 

evacuation of the product from affected TT. 

 

Recently an ERV (Emergency Response Vehicle) has been positioned at our Balasore Bottling 

Plant for rendering necessary help during such TT accidents. 

7.12.1. Mutual Aid Scheme 

Outside organization if involved in assisting during onsite emergency.  

1. Responsibility assigned  

Regular mocks are being conducted 6 monthly to ensure preparedness for handling 

emergency.  

Besides this following administrative agencies and organizations shall be involved to perform 

their respective activities to bring the emergency situation under control.  
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Sr. No. Authority  

1 District collector(Jagatsinghpur) 

2 Addl. District Magistrate(Paradip) 

3 Superintendent of Police(Jagatsinghpur) 

4 District fire officer 

5 Chief District Medical Officer 

6 Nearest Hospital/Dispensary, (Name) (Area) 

7 Nearest Fire Station, (Name) (Area) 

8 Police Station, (Area) 

9 Asst. Director of Factories and Boilers (Area) 

10 Dy. Director Factories and Boilers, (Area) 

11 Director of Factories and Boilers, Odisha 

 

It is essential that: 

1. Each Mutual aid Member maintains a list of equipments that can be spared which should 

be kept updated.  

2. Each Member has competent adviser.  

3. There should be an effective system of informing neighboring communities of any 

industrial emergency and what to do in case of the emergency.  

4. Meet regularly.  

5. Share Information.  

6. Discuss major Accidents, Emergencies to learn lesson from them. 
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7. Have regular joint drills based on Onsite emergency plans & off site emergency plan.  

8. Communicate, share, and participate with other mutual aid Members.  

9. Communicate with emergency responders like city fire brigade, hospitals, Ambulance 

service& police etc.  

10. Standardize terminology used to identify the key emergency management groups and 

personnel, for example-Emergency co–coordinators, Site controller, etc.  

11. Ensure availability of services of competent advisor.  

7.12.2. Responsibilities of Mutual aid Members related to Emergency Management:  

1. Each mutual aid Member to ensure that individual emergency response plans and 

procedures are developed and tested at frequent intervals.  

2. During the rehearsals, appoint  2-4 independent observers.  

3. After each rehearsal, have a review meeting and record the minutes/response time.  

4. Note down any feedback or suggestion for improvement of the plan.  

5. Periodically review and revise the on-site emergency plan.  

6. Update the same and  

7. Communicate to all stakeholders.  

7.12.3. Assistance from Outside Agencies 

a) Liaison 

Assistance may be required during the course of an emergency from any or all of the following 

agencies and unit heads will be responsible for establishing liaison with these agencies to 

effect assistance as rapid manner as possible.  

b) District Magistrate and Police 

Emergency: 

 Fire Fighting 

 Wireless communication facilities 

 Evacuation of people, if required 

 Deployment of Home guards 

 

c) Assistance Required From Neighbouring Industry 

 Repair equipments  
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 Technicians for carrying out the Welding/ Repairs. 

 Water Tender and crew. 

    Tank Lorries and Tank Trucks for movement of labor, equipments and recovered 

product.  

 Facilities for Radiography 

 

Before Crisis 

This will include the safety procedure to be followed during an emergency through posters, 

talks and mass media in different languages including local language. Leaflets containing dos/ 

don‟ts before and during emergency should be circulated to educate the people in vicinity 

 People in vicinity of hazardous installation, and others who are potentially affected in 

the event of an accident, should be aware of the risks of accidents, know where to 

obtain information concerning the installation, and understand what to do in the event 

of an accident 

 Non-governmental Organizations (NGO‟s) (Such as environmental, humanitarian and 

consumer group) should motivate their constituents and others, to be involved in risk 

reduction and accident prevention efforts. They should help to identify specific 

concerns and priorities regarding risk reduction and prevention, preparedness and 

response activities 

 NGO‟s should facilitate efforts to inform the public and should provide technical 

assistance to help the public analyze and understand information that is made 

available 

 Public authorities (at all levels) and management of hazardous installation should 

established emergency planning activities/ program‟s for accidents involving the 

hazardous substance 

 All parties who will be involved in emergency planning process. In this respect public 

health authorities, including experts from information centers should be involved in 

relevant aspects of offsite emergency planning 

 Emergency warning alert system should be in place to warn the potentially affected 

public, or there is an imminent threat of an accident 

 The system chosen should be effective and provide timely warning. Suitable warning 

system could include or a combination of for e.g.: sirens, automatic telephone 

message, and mobile public address system 
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During Crisis 

Central Control Committee: As the off-site plan is to be prepared by the government a central 

control committee shall be formed under the chairmanship of area head. Other officers from 

police, fire, factory, medical, engineering, social welfare, publicity, railway, transport and 

requisite departments shall be incorporated as members. Some experts will also be included 

for guidance. The functions of committee should be: 

 To work as main co-coordinating body constituted of necessary district heads and 

other authorities with overall command, coordination, guidance, supervision, policy 

and doing all necessary things to control disaster in shortest times 

 To prepare, review, alter or cancel this plan and to keep it a complete document with 

all details 

 To take advice and assistance from experts in fields to make plan more successful 

 To set in motion all machineries to this plan in event of disaster causing or likely to 

cause severe damage to public, property or environment 

 The mentioned committee will first be informed, as they are needed first 

 Medical Help, Ambulance and Hospital Committee: This committee consisted of 

doctors for medical help to the injured persons because of disaster. Injuries may be of 

many types. As such doctors are rarely available we have to mobilize and utilize all 

available doctors in the area. Functions and duties of the committee include: 

 To give medical help to all injured as early as possible 

 Civil surgeon is the secretary who will organize his team 

 On receiving information to rush to spot he will immediately inform his team and will 

proceed with all necessary equipments 

 First aid and possible treatment shall be provided at the spot or at some convenient 

place and patients may be requested to shift to hospitals for further treatment 

 All efforts shall be made on war basis to save maximum lives and to treat maximum 

injuries 

 Continuity of the treatment shall be maintained till the disaster is controlled 

 Traffic Control, Law and Order: The committee is headed by District Superintendent 

of Police. Functions and duties of this committee should be: 

 To control traffic towards and near disaster , to maintain law and order 

 To evacuate the places badly affected or likely to be affected 

 To shift the evacuated people to safe assembly points 

 To rehabilitate them after disaster is over. 

 Necessary vehicles, wireless sets and instruments for quick communications shall be 
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maintained and used as per need 

 

After Crisis 

At the time of disaster, many people may badly be affected. Injured people shall be treated by 

medical help, ambulance and hospital committee, but those not injured but displaced kept at 

assembly points, whose relative or property is lost, houses collapsed and in need of any kind of 

help shall be treated by this welfare and restoration committee. Functions and duties of this 

committee are: 

 To find out persons in need of human help owing to disastrous effect. They may give 

first aid if medical team is not available 

 They will serve the evacuated people kept at assembly points. They will arrange for 

their food, water, shelter, clothing, sanitation, and guidelines to reach any needful 

places 

 They will look for removal and disposal of dead bodies, for help of sick, weak, children 

and needy persons for their essential requirements 

 The team will also work for restoration of detached people, lost articles, essential 

commodities etc. 

 The team will also look after the restoration of government articles 

 The team will also ensure that the original activities, services and systems are 

resumed again as they were functioning before the disaster 

7.12.4. Contact Details (Authority and address) 

Sr. 
No. 

Authority and address Tel. Number 

1 District collector(Jagatsinghpur)  
06724-220379(O)/06724-220199(R) 

2 Addl. District Magistrate(Paradip)  
06722-222237(O)/06722-222003(R) 

3 Superintendent of Police(Jagatsinghpur)  
06724-220115(O)/06724-220015(R) 

4 District fire officer  
06724-220099 

5 Chief District Medical Officer  
06724-220064 

6 Nearest Hospital/Dispensary, (Name) 
(Area) 

 
PPT Hospital/Paradip 06722-

222041/102 
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7 Nearest Fire Station, (Name) (Area)  
Paradip Fire station-CISF 06722-

222385/101 

8 Police Station, (Area)  
06722-222027/100 

9 Asst. Director of Factories and Boilers 
(Area) 

0671-2642976 

10 Dy. Director Factories and Boilers, (Area) 0671-2548575 (Cuttack) 

11 Director of Factories and Boilers, Odisha 0674-2393786/0674-
2390369(Bhubaneswar) 

 

7.13. Occupational Health and Safety 

7.13.1. Occupational Health 

Occupational health needs attention during operation and maintenance phases. However, the 

problem varies. 

 

a) Operation and Maintenance 

The problem of occupational health, in the operation and maintenance phase is primarily due to 

noise which could affect hearing. The necessary personal protective equipments will be given 

to all the workers. The working personnel shall be given the following appropriate personnel 

protective equipments. 

 Low Propane Fuel Indicator Kit/ Carbon Monoxide Detector 

 Retracto-Glove/ Propane Cylinder Handling Gloves/ Safety gloves 

 Explosion proof lamp 

 Face shield with replacement acrylic vision 

 Safety Helmet 

 Safety goggles  

 Canister Gas mask 

 Air breathing apparatus 

 Industrial safety shoes 

 Fire resistance suit  

 Suitable hand truck or cart to move cylinders   

 Non Sparking tools  

Full-fledged hospital facilities will be available round the clock for attending emergency arising 

out of accidents, if any. All working personnel will be medically examined at least once in every 

year and at the end of his term of employment. Pre and Post-employment Medical check-up is 
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being already carried out and the same shall be followed after the said expansion. This is in 

addition to the pre-employment medical examination. 

b) Emergency Procedures 

i. Breathing 

Person will be moved to the fresh air at once (in case of inhalation). If breathing stops, artificial 

respiration will be performed. Use self-contained breathing apparatus while extinguishing fire or 

going to leaking area. 

ii. Skin Exposure 

Wash the affected area immediately with large amounts of water for at least 15 minutes. 

Medical attention will be provided immediately.  

iii. Swallowing 

In case of swallowing, move the affected person to fresh air. Material safety data sheet (MSDS) 

will be referred or a physician will be called. 

 

7.13.2. Safety Plan 

Safety of both men and materials during construction and operation phases is of concern. 

Safety plan shall be prepared and implemented in the proposed expansion of plant. The 

preparedness of an industry for the occurrence of possible disasters is known as emergency 

plan. The disaster in the plant is possible due to collapse of structures and fire/explosion etc. 

Keeping in view the safety requirement during construction, operation and maintenance 

phases, and the plant has formulated safety policy with the following regulations: 

1. To allocate sufficient resources to maintain safe and healthy conditions of work; 

2. To take steps to ensure that all known safety factors are taken into account in the design, 

construction, operation and maintenance of plants, machinery and equipment; 

3. To ensure that adequate safety instructions are given to all employees; 

4. To provide wherever necessary protective equipment, safety appliances and clothing and 

to ensure their proper use; 

5. To inform employees about materials, equipment or processes used in their work which are 

known to be potentially hazardous to health or safety; 

6. To keep all operations and methods of work under regular review for making necessary 

changes from the point of view of safety in the light of experience and up to date 

knowledge; 

7. To provide appropriate facilities for first aid and prompt treatment of injuries and illness at 

work; 

8. To provide appropriate instruction, training, retraining and supervision to employees in 

health and safety, first aid and to ensure that adequate publicity is given to these matters; 
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9. To ensure proper implementation of fire prevention methods and an appropriate fire fighting 

service together with training facilities for personnel involved in this service; 

10. To organize collection, analysis and presentation of data on accident, sickness and incident 

involving people injury or injury to health with a view to taking corrective, remedial and 

preventive action; 

11. To promote through the established machinery, joint consultation in health and safety 

matters to ensure effective participation by all employees; 

12. To publish/notify regulations, instructions and notices in the common language of 

employees; 

13. To prepare separate safety rules for each type of occupation/processes involved in a plant; 

and 

14. To ensure regular safety inspection by a competent person at suitable intervals of all 

buildings, equipments, work places and operations. 

15. Spill Management 

If any solvents spill or leak occurs, following actions will be taken: 

 Fire officer or the local fire department will be intimated. Untrained persons or those 

without proper personal protective equipment will not allowed enter in affected areas. 

Evacuation and restriction of people from the hazardous area of release of chemical. 

 Ventilation of contaminated atmospheres by opening windows to disperse the fumes. 

 All ignition sources must be off 

 Move in upwind directions 

Try to control the release/leak 

 

7.13.3. General Safety Measures 

1. Proper ventilation system will be provided at storage and processing areas of chemicals so 

that to maintain PEL valves of chemicals and solvents. 

2. Good housekeeping, disposal methods will be followed to control the fugitive emissions of 

chemicals. 

3. In order to prevent the work men from facing the muscular -skeletal disorders, backache, 

pain in minor and major joints etc., and manual carrying of heavy materials will be avoided.  

4. Employees will be educated, trained and, informed about the chemicals and their 

properties by displaying the material safety data sheets (MSDS) in the processing areas. 

5.  For construction safety, pre-recorded safety messages / announcements will be played / 

announced at every 1hr interval at construction site 

Apart from the above, the following general safety precautions will be implemented in the plant. 
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6. Shielding guards will be provided to all belt pulleys, couplings and all moving parts of the 

machinery. 

7. All electrical cables and electrical equipment will be properly grounded and earthed. 

8. Poster display regarding safety, health and environmental protection will be arranged in 

the plant to make awareness of safety and health. 

9. All responsible employees will be educated and trained to handle the firefighting 

equipment. 

10. NO SMOKING policy will be strictly implemented in the entire plant area. 

11. Emergency exits will be provided at the selected places. 

12. No employee will be allowed to expose to a noise level greater than 85dB (A) for a period 

of more than 8 hours per day without hearing protection. 

13. Periodical health checkup of employees will be held as a part of occupational health 

surveillance. 

14. All flammable chemicals and solvents will be kept away from ignition sources and heat. 

15. Storage of chemicals will be as per their compatibility. 

16. Proper exhaust ventilation will be provided to the process area to maintain the airborne 

concentrations and solvents below their TLV values. 

 

7.13.4. Health and Safety Monitoring Plan 

The health of all employees shall be monitored once in a year for early detection of any ailment 

due to exposure to heat, fumes and noise. Pre and Post-employment Medical Check-up for all 

the employees will be carried out regularly. 

 

7.13.5. Social Impact Assessment 

a) Impact 

i. Impact on population composition 

The population composition of a place changes due to various factors viz, topography, 

availability of water, agricultural practices, economic development, transport facilities and 

migration of people. Migration of people brings changes in population size, sex ratio, adult- 

child ratio and size & composition of labor force. The industry is a proposed new project in 

which local people will be employed directly and it will also help in generating various indirect 

jobs helping in creating an employment cycle. 

As most of the people will be employed locally, therefore, there will be less influx of people 

from outside in the study area. At present per household size is 5 to 6 persons. As the local 

people will be employed there will be minimal impact on the population of the study area. 

However, a significant increase in population can be expected through indirect jobs as and 

when the proposed new project will expand. 
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ii. Impact on employment generation 

The proposed new will generate various indirect employments which will help people locally, 

regionally mainly and later nationally. They will be involved in various job activities. This will 

involve many people to generate income. 

iii.  Impact on Local, Regional and National Environment 

The major impact will be locally especially in the study area. The proponent will focus on the 

Mounded bullets for bulk Butane & Propane storage (20 Nos. x 2,000 MT) will be set up for 

storage purpose. With the coming up of industry it will lead to a quick and long term impact 

locally and regionally especially. With the increasing rate of employment in the region the 

development in terms of standard of living, education etc. will increase. Later, when the 

industry will increase it will contribute to the national level though marginally. 

 

7.13.6.  To which chemicals, workers are exposed directly or indirectly. 

Workers will be exposed to the following raw materials. 

Sr. 
No 

Name of 
chemical 

Flash 
point 

°C 

Boilin
g 

point 
°C 

Toxicity 
Level 

Lower  
explosive 

limit 
(LEL, 
PPM) 

Upper 
explosi
ve limit 
(UEL, 
PPM) 

1. Liquefied 
Petroleum Gas 

Less than 
0 deg. C 

264K  
 
TLV= TWA 1000 PPM (ACGIH) 
 
Threshold limit value - Time 
weighted average (TLV-TWA): 
average exposure on the basis of 
a 8h/day, 40h/week work schedule 

18000 95000 

 

7.13.7. How the workers are evaluated concerning their exposure to chemicals during 
pre-placement and periodical medical monitoring 

a) Pre Medical Examinations: 

1. Worker's baseline health status with thorough medical, environmental, and occupational 

histories.  

2. A physical examination, and physiologic and laboratory tests appropriate for the anticipated 

occupational risks. These should concentrate on the function and integrity of the skin, liver, 

kidneys, and respiratory system. 

3. Medical surveillance for respiratory disease should be conducted  

4. Skin should be examined for chronic disorder 
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b) Periodic Medical Examination: 

1. The interviews, examinations, and medical screening tests should focus on Examination 

of Respiratory system, Liver & Kidney. 

2. Skin should be examined for chronic disorder Biological monitoring involves sampling 

and analyzing body tissues or fluids to provide an index of exposure to a toxic substance 

or metabolite 

 

7.13.8. Whether these chemicals are within Threshold Limit Values (TLV)/Permissible 
Exposure Levels as per ACGIH recommendation 

Industrial hygiene monitoring is mainly performed to provide information regarding the type and 

relative quantity of contaminant(s) present in the workplace. Air sampling is intended to 

evaluate and quantify exposure to hazardous substances handled by workers during tasks / 

activities within the occupational scenario. Based on the extent of exposure, appropriate 

hierarchy of controls will be implemented in Risk Control Plans to prevent adverse health 

effects associated with hazardous chemicals. The method of sampling varies depending on the 

type of contaminant, its chemical properties, particle size, employee work practice, job location 

etc. Gravimetric or analytical method is used for analysis of the sample that depends on nature 

of the sample.  

Personal and workplace sampling carried out for the analysis depends on the exposure.  

 

7.14. Control Methods 

7.14.1. Fire Fighting and Spillage Control of Material 

(a) LPG 

LARGE SPILL: Consider initial downwind evacuation for at least 800 meters (1/2 mile). 

FIRE              : If tank, rail car or tank truck is involved in a fire, ISOLATE for 1600 

meters (1 mile) in all directions; also, consider initial evacuation for 1600 meters (1 mile) 

in all directions.  

SMALL FIRE: Dry chemical or CO2.  

LARGE FIRE: Water spray or fog. Move containers from fire area if you can do it without 

risk.  

FIRE INVOLVING TANKS: Fight fire from maximum distance or use unmanned hose 

holders or monitor nozzles. Cool containers with flooding quantities of water until well 

after fire is out. Do not direct water at source of leak or safety devices; icing may occur. 

Withdraw immediately in case of rising sound from venting safety devices or 

discoloration of tank. always stay away from tanks engulfed in fire. For massive fire, use 
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unmanned hose holders or monitor nozzles; if this is impossible, withdraw from area 

and let fire burn. 

Non-Fire Response 

Eliminate all ignition sources (no smoking, flares, sparks or flames in immediate area). All 

equipment used when handling the product must be grounded. Do not touch or walk through 

spilled material. Stop leak if you can do it without risk. If possible, turn leaking containers so 

that gas escapes rather than liquid. Use water spray to reduce vapors or divert vapor cloud 

drift. Avoid allowing water runoff to contact spilled material. Do not direct water at spill or 

source of leak. Prevent spreading of vapors through sewers, ventilation systems and confined 

areas. Isolate area until gas has dispersed.  

CAUTION: When in contact with refrigerated/cryogenic liquids, many materials become brittle 

and are likely to break without warning. 

 

(b) Dry Grass Fire/Forest Fire: 

Dry grass is normally avoided in the station premises and it is ensured that there is no grass 

(dry) at any point of time by ensuring better housekeeping. In the event of fire, Fire Fighting 

Team will rush to the spot. Closing of main switch, closure of all the valves and activation of 

Fire Hydrant System for putting off the fire and also to keep the tanks cool, if being affected; 

will be carried out Tanks if it is being loaded, will be disconnected  

Following fire protection facilities are available to combat the emergencies and depending upon 

the type of emergencies any one or combination of the facilities are applied.  

• Fire Water System  

• Carbon Dioxide System  

• First Aid Fire Fighting equipments 

•  Mobile Fire Fighting equipments 

• Gas / Fire Detection and Alarm System. 

 

7.14.2.  Mock Drills  

As per the Industrial Major Accident Hazard Rules,  

a) The occupier shall ensure that a mock drill of the on-site emergency plan is conducted every 

six months. 

b)  A detail report of the mock drill conducted shall be made immediately available to the 

concerned authority. 

Accordingly,  

 Onsite Disaster Mock Drills are conducted once in six months.  
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Also,  Major  Fire  and Minor  Fire  mock  drills  are  conducted  once  in three months and 

one month respectively.  

The mock drill details are as follows: 

Frequency of drills    Every Month 

ERDMP drill has been done by External Agency.         

Lessons Learned System for Mock Drills 

Performances during the mock drills are reviewed by CEC, coordinators and other involved 

persons including Observers. Observations / shortcomings are reviewed and recommendations 

are made for improvements which are followed by F&S for compliance. The action points from 

the mock drill observations should be circulated to all concerned for liquidation. The critical 

points shall be presented to management in Apex Loss control meeting bimonthly. 

7.14.3.  All Clear / Re-Entry Procedures 

Chief LPG TRML Manager will declare “All Clear” after control of the Incident and arrange 

measures required for post Disaster control period and ask Fire Station to Blow 2 minutes 

straight run siren. 

After incident normalization, Chief LPG TRML Manager would ask Unit in-charge to visit and 

check the incident site along with representatives of Inspection and F&S and also Maintenance 

as needed. Standard Checks particular to a unit will be provided by respective Area Managers. 

Based on feedback of the team, CEC would allow re-entry / resumption of operations at the 

incident site. 

7.14.4.  Evacuation Plan 

Purpose  

To establish method of systematic, safe and orderly evacuation of all the occupants in case of 

fire or any emergency, in the least possible time, to a safe assembly point through nearest safe 

means of escape. Additionally to use available fire appliances provided for controlling or 

extinguishing fire and safeguarding of human life. 

Fire Escape Drill Procedure  

In the event of fire condition or on hearing the fire alarm all the occupants of the building shall 

immediately leave the work area and proceed towards nearest safe escape route. A care 

should be taken before leaving the workplace so that the escape route shall not be blocked due 

to chairs or other similar object. 

 Security In-charge will ensure the access control system is defeated for safe 

evacuation of all the occupants from the affected building. 

 The occupants will have to leave the affected area / block / building in a speedy and 

orderly manner. 
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 Before leaving the workplace occupants will switch off electrical gadgets such as AC, 

Computers, Water heaters, etc. The area owner of the building will ensure electric 

supply cut off to the affected building. 

 The emergency exit / normal exit if not affected due to fire and / or smoke shall be 

used for speedy evacuation. 

 All occupants will follow in a row while escaping from the block / building. 

Unnecessary haste and crowding shall be avoided on the escape route. Panic actions 

of the occupants will definitely delay the evacuation. 

 The occupants having visitors shall ensure the safe evacuation of the visitor along 

with them to the safe assembly point. 

 Efforts shall be made to control or extinguish the fire with the help of available fire 

extinguishers in that area. 

 Building / block in-charge shall ensure the safe escape and orderly evacuation of all 

the occupants. 

 All occupants after being evacuated shall assemble at designate safe assembly point. 

Block / building in-charge will arrange for head count to ensure that all the occupants 

have been safely evacuated. 

 Security in-charge shall ensure that all the visitors have been evacuated as per visitor 

entry register / gate pass register. The visitors shall evacuate from the building / block 

along with the occupants and report to security in-charge. 

 The missing / suspected trapped occupants will be searched and rescued by the fire 

crew. 

 Upon All-Clear signal from the incident controller, occupants can go back to their work 

place. 

7.14.5.  Training  

On job training to the engineers on various facets of risk analysis would go a long way in 

improving their horizon which in turn is expected to reflect in the operation of station, especially 

from the safety stand point. In order to combat with emergency situations arising out of 

accident release of hazardous chemicals, it is necessary for industries to prepare an 

exhaustive offsite and onsite emergency preparedness plan. The fire crew belonging to the 

firefighting department shall be given intensive training for the use of all equipments and in 

various firefighting methods for handling different types of fires. 
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7.14.6. Checklist for Capability Assessment  

The checklist will help in assessing the preparedness, prevention and response resources 

capabilities. The points included in the checklist are only indicative and there is a need to 

closely examine the local requirements while preparing the checklist. 

For good control and management of an incident, there are three important requisites. 

 Defined Organisation 

 Effective means  

 Trained people  

The organization has to be properly structured for routine as well as emergency purposes with 

clear understanding of duties and responsibilities. The structure has to consider an execution 

and speedy implementation of the response plans; while at the same time, it should be flexible 

enough to tune itself to the fast changing situations. All plans and procedures for emergency 

handling should be established. Checklists in the form of Do‟s and Don‟ts of preventive 

maintenance, strengthening of HSE, manufacturing utility staff are listed in the subsequent 

subsections. 

7.14.7. Emergency DO'S AND DON'TS 
 

 DO'S DON'TS 

 
Any One 
Noticing 
An Emergency 
Situation 

 
Actuate nearest fire alarm manual call 
point and /or inform CR/Fire Station on 
telephone or inform the supervisor. Wait 
till arrival of fire crew and direct then to 
the site of emergency. Then report to the 
assembly point. 

DO    NOT    panic    and    
avoid 
running all over the place, 
prevent other from doing so. 
DO NOT enters the site unless 
instructed or all clear 
siren/message is heard. 

 
Contractor 
Personnel 

Stop work on hearing alarm. Assemble at 
the 
ASSEMBLY POINT and be ready to 
evacuate. 

DO NOT enters the site, till it is 
cleared for the normal work 
by site incident controller. 

 
Security 

Keep the gate manned; Keep the road 
clear 
for movement of fire tenders. Control 
traffic at gates. 

 
DO   NOT allow   unauthorized 
visitors free to enter. 

Visitors Leave the place and assemble at 
assembly 
point. 

DO NOT enter the site if 
emergency alarm is heard. 

All 
Other 
Employees 
On Site 

 
On hearing FIRE alarm, go to assembly 
point and wait for further instruction. 

DO NOT panic.  DO NOT go 
to 
the site of emergency unless 
specifically instructed by site 
main/incident controller. 
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7.14.8. Alarm and Communication 

 There are 26 nos. of Infra-red detection gas monitoring sensors with 

transmitters/annunciation placed at critical locations at storage & filing areas with audio-

visual alarms showing the location of gas leakage made available at control room, 

security room, fire water pump house & terminal manager‟s room. 

 1st level alarm set at 20% of LEL (Lower explosive limit) & 2nd level alarm set at 40% 

of LEL. 

 05 nos. of Flame detectors (02 nos. at vessel manifold; 01 nos. at LPG PH & 02 nos. at 

TLF gantry). 

 03 nos. of DVs & 13 nos. of MCPs are provided as fire protection system. 

 Fire water ring main provided with fire fighting equipments viz., 20 nos. of double 

headed hydrants & 28 nos. of water monitors. 

 MV (medium velocity) sprinkler system provided at TLF bay, vessel top including 1st 

ROV (liquid & vapor line), LPG PH & MOVs/ROVs of main receipt line. 

 No of P&T Telephone Numbers   03nos. 

 No. of Red & Green Flags        03nos. 

 No. of Safety Ladders                                   01nos. 

 Fire Siren System                            Hand Operated & Electrical  

 EPABX Telephone No:                          06722-216216 

 

ESD (Emergency shutdown): 

 Activation of fire alarm. 

 Closure of all ROVs. 

 Tripping of main power barring emergency power. 

7.14.9.  PPE (Personal Protective Equipments) 

Sr. No. Number 

Type Quantity 

1 Safety Helmets                      30 Nos. 

2 Safety Shoes                         05 Pairs 

3 Safety Nose Mask                  NIL 

4 Safety welding faces            NIL 

5 Safety self-breathing 01 Nos. 
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apparatus     

6 Safety showers                                    NIL 

7 Safety Goggles                                   NIL 

8 Hand Gloves                                      06(electrical safety) Pairs 
 

9 Fire Jacket                                           01 Nos. 

 
 

7.14.10. Fire Bucket 

Sr. No. Location Number 

Type Quantity 

1 Battery room1 Sand buckets 4 

2 Battery room2 Sand buckets 4 

3 Transformer yard Sand buckets 4 

4 DG set Sand buckets 4 

5 PMCC room Sand buckets 4 

 TOTAL  20 

 

7.14.11. List & Type of Fire Extinguisher 

Sr. No. Type of Fire 
Extinguisher 

Location Type Quantity 

1. 9 Kg F.E. 8(TLF) , 7(LPGPH) , 6(MSV) , 
2(FWPH) , 4(security) , 2(admin) , 
2(canteen) , 13(stores) 

DCP 44 

2. 75 kg F.E. 01(TLF) 01(LPGPH) 01(MSV) DCP 03 

3. 4.5 Kg F.E. 8(PMCC) , 2(DG) , 2(transformer) , 
2(PMCC battery room) , 2(PMCC 
operator room) , 2(S&D UPS room) , 
2(stores) 

CO2 20 

 

7.15. Recommendations 

1. Fire indicating devices should be made online & their monitoring done by ECC. 

2. Fire Extinguisher should be placed at conscious location such that they are visible to all, 

their location should be communicate to all. 

3. The FE should hang on the wall the base is 750mm above the working platform/slope. 

4. Fire pump should be regularly tested and maintained. 
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5. IOCL, Paradip should ensure that 6 monthly mock drills & IOCL, Paradip  

6. The hazard of each unit as & when establish should be communicated to IOCL,Paradip 

& IOCL, Paradip should review emergency preparedness according to hazard 

communication. 

7. IOCL, Paradip should regularly inspect and upkeep the content of ECC.  

8. The emergency response team should know about their role & responsibilities and the 

individual industries in IOCL, Paradip should be aware of the IOCL,Paradip-ERT. 

9. The emergency contact details of IOCL,Paradip should be displayed at various places 

within the premises. 

10. Sufficient no. of vehicle at least two should be available at all time in IOCL,Paradip. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 




